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Dear Richard, 
bave  received o, 

As the hasty note I added to the r  proofs that you aIidinfle receiving no more than 
md a half from now, her': is the brief Conclusion for Case Open.  

I believe that a conclusion 1-; an urgent need and that the content of this can help 

he book rnaterialitbas the absence of any will hurt it seriously. 

There is in this what can cause a sensation if there is any promotion.of it, that 

swald security clearance not yet reported publicly anywhere. 

I've written in a plug for John Newman's bo61-.. 

Using it how will not hurt bin bookrit will help it, create an advance interest 
it. 4,1404414-  jo kAlAufff-, 	14_ , 
In the interest of brevity, when 1 	wrote this I left that o . But in thinking 

A 

bout it I realzed that it is important in and to the book and can be, with help should 

e, a significant boost for the book. 

and if it is not there it cannot be used that way. 

Please believe me and listen to me: Consluions are absolutely essential, as I've 

lready indicated. I do not want to have My rapfttation suffer for the lack of them and 

ou and U (S; G should feel that way about yourselves. 

There are many thi ngs I can do to help the book when It is out. When you have it, 

lease let me know so .1 can prepare for it. 

VeaNkhile, 1  have a few things in mind that cannot conflict with anything you, and/ 

C & G wills , when I can I'll try and I'll keep you informed, with copies. 

If a competitive situation is created, this book is loaded with dynamite! 

bbest, 



o offer the opinions used to sell this rewriting of our history.- 	 The pro- 

essional historian among them, Stephen Ambrose, was silent when 1  wrote him. lie  has 

o defense of what he did. I asked that of him. 

Posner is a man, as the full manuscript proves much more than this book does, 

ho has trouble telling the truth even by accidents 

This extends even to himself. He lies about himself in referring to himself as)  

as Random House Eippodrnmed on the book and in all those many effAective promo-, 

'11(This book,' is, as intended, an exposure and an indictneht of Gerald Posner and his 

-stitled book, Case Closed, the most dishonest of all the many books on the assassina-

tion of President Kennedy and its investigations. It aldo exposes and indicts theose who 

onnived with Posner to make his most dishonest of books the most successful of the 

ycophanttc works and of those• that commercialize and exploit that great national 

indte-4  A444 	;21-/ (dy ma 	1-71), ragedy. 

How dishonest are Posner and his book? Strong as is the case in this book, it is 

such less than the case I put together and that was much less than was possible. By 

he time my manuscript exceeded more than 200,000 words I did no more. This books 

hortens that lengthy indictment to mare it more accessible to more people. How- 

ver, copies of that lengthier indictment will be deposited with professional historicans 

end their institutions for the historical record for the future. Thfse historians ero-

ded the professional peer review that Posner and4a:Random House avpided. They avoided 

his tradition on non-fiction publication for a very simple reason: with a competent 

er review they would have had no snch successful exploitation and commercializtion 

f this great tragedy in our history.There is no competent review of this most 

horoughly and intendedly dishonest of book5St that would not have condemned it for 

his reason and for others. 

These other eea reasons include gross ignorance of the subject matter, despite the 

suezEmieusz prepublication raves by ren of eminence not one of whom was in a position 



tions f0 a "Wall Street lawyer." His actual "Wall Street" experience was a short span 
ks  Ai 

of the most insignificant and most menial work, on "discovery!? material)EI a major 
I anti-trust case. That is work for which other major corporations have found rail 

those fresh from college and without law degrees perfectly satisfactory. I have a, 

friend whose first job after Are shegot her undergraduate degree was doing precisely 

that work for another major corportation. 
Pd'J-1-1,171!') 

.1.4.s name does/ot appear in that lawsuit. But for 

that matter, it also does not appear in searches of the indices, like  Lexis. While 

those indices do not include all litigation, they are a fair reflection of importance. 

I have a New York lawyer friend who told me his check shows that Posner never 

filed a single lawsuit. 	 ate"-  ‘&4.444",4-‘14 /111?-di ‘( ..k eee .er 

VI years or - less of the most menial. 

lawyer." 

Without any of the media making any check at all, it, too, puffed him up as what 

he was and is not, a "Uall Street lawyer." 

Of the innumerable instances of his subject-matter ignorancd, I cite one. Some,tiA/4  
h lever, could be refletions.lof the permeating dishonesty of his book. 

I select this one because he had access to the fact in two ways. The first is that 

i published it in my 1965 book of which he has a copy and to which he refers in his 

book. His reading of that bock was di so close that he quoted four non-continuous 

words from a page of about 600 words. The other is that I have a file on it and he 

had unsupervised rise access to all my some 60 file cabinets of records and to our 

AWfmit-' 
In support of his nonesti9gcase of a she -fired in the assassination earlier than 

the Commission said he refers to the late Nobel Laureate uis Alvarez as the inventor, 144  A 	4 it, edIr w 015 
of the " _ggle" theory, that h±action to an earlier shot eaus4 j444  C1"11144:-.  

Q-ame_tojagg1e. I brought that to light in my 1965 tibitewash.  Alvarez's students 'l-x 

asked him abOiiI-0. he later wrote an article about it and had it published in The 

Scientific  Americans-  which Posner does not mention. "y file, which is not included 

- A t. d d 

f .  

/U6 ) 
makes him a "Wall Street 

copier. 



II 

in the FOIA.lawsuit to which I referlbecause I did not have to take that one to co±rt, 

includes even A Alvarez contemptuous'disregard for his misuse of funds provided by the 

Energy -'lesearch and RevelopmentAministration for that work and publication. 

But'then Posner did not dare cite either my first use of that Zaprduer tdstimony 

tithe testimony itself because what Zaprude- actually testified to is that 14.-*-3/413e4dh 

shot had cone froth behind him, from that '6rassy noll so iamous to Posner, an; that 
(14

df  
,1L4-. IM 

he saw the -1'resident hit by the first shot fired-Igeorelhe first of the official 

-,ccount! The shot that Posner said missed. / ihitewash, page 47) 
Wit-6  ftta'kilil'i 

There re feu poepll bolder than Posner in his dishonesthyfew whes-e-vagponse to 

riticism i 	personal attacks on those who criticize him more than he. 	41-.-  

One of the many illustrations of this is when Dr. eyril Wecht, to Posner's face 

in CNN, said that Posner had used Failure Analysis's work as his awn. Posner launched 

a false and a personal, attack onWecht instead of addressing momthe obvious truth 

Jecht spoke.' vs was, as Wecht seen proved, a false attack.0 But in responding to Posner's 

else attack Ciecht used up all the time, Posner got wa away with it and was even able to 

dd to his lies that Ifecht had "dictorted.l' kit re-W1-111 ae 
(1- 
VSner got away with the same thing in a letter to the Washington Post's weekat Bool 

Iorld section. Is a prceptivo review, .'sporter Jeffrey frank had noted the same factual 
that Poser used Failure Analysis' work as his or for him. ad truthful criticisLiliere is Posner's response, which 40 is not only not a response 

ut is a eg-fully-designed lie/ the Post acce"Lated him by publ3Thing it in its 

ecember 12, 1993 issue: 

"The insinuation that I claimed that FAA's enhancements were commissioned tradolk 

or the book is false. In the book,ln. the citations to FAA's work and Dr. Piziali's 

estimony refer to the 1992 ABA mock trialm which is a matter of public record." 

A 
There is no mention/in his book of the American Bar Association or its mock trial or 

testimony there by Piziali. If Posner had mentioned any of that he could not have gotten 

a ay with his studied pretense that all that work was for him. That the mock trial was 

a matter of public record is irrelevant. Posner's shyster-like refeipce to if here is ,4-b-e4 I. 
to say that ile

\
)e-saild all of that in his book, which he did not. 

In this Posner intended to lie, having no real choice. 



had he, he would have exposed himself and his book and he would hqve killed it in 

the writing. 

he is citlever at such decpetions and his practi.Se of them never ends. 

His -and his publisher's claim is that the most important part of his book is his 
\14 	

/, iography of Oswal4contrfived to\ake it appear that there is a factual basis for el1070" wey 
4 born assassin. 	what he says it the professional opinion of 

he New York City psychiatrist, -1-)r. Henatus Hortogs. hartogs exmined Oswald when he 
late,  

as an unhappy boy who behaved badly. But in fact, when a witness before the Warren 

Commission and at precisely the very point in his testimony Posner cites repeatedly, 

I. togs xt swo-tb to the exact opposite: 

Posner has to be checked out. I did. The media didn't. ad it, *could not have 

misused him and his book to cover the media ass for its failures and abdications 

a the time of the assassination and ever since then. 

Posner$ begins his book with his fabrication that Oswald was that born assassin. 
7)1)4- 	lc-0N 

- the very outset, in y  carrying 	forward, he says that Oswald was so pleased with 

I mself after assassinati 4Kesident that he "smirked" repeatedly. 	says that 
a 

u ing that work twice, on page —4-  for example. 

I checked all Posner's sources out. Like 4enatus, Posner cites their Warren Com- 

' ssion testimony. Not one of his claimed sources used that word or even sugt;ested it! 
umpudehiPT 

Posnel: liedarenci6i-da went for it. And has yet toe:pose him. which would mean, 

o course, expose itself. Not very likely. 

So, there is no doubt about it, Posner is a shyster, in the meaning given 66 the 

• rd by his own publisher's unabridged dictionary, and he is a nonstop liar, in and out 

his book. 

When this is so very blatant on the most cursory check, what doea this say 

a 
	

(out the media which did no checking 1 t all and made him a world—famous man as soon as 

11  i a representative soriety? At tell us that the media more that retails lief ±t62  It 

o our media, the means by which we are iafprmed so that we can meet our responsibilities 

s fraud of a book was out? What does it tell us of the degree to which we can depend 

glorifies liars. How, then, can the electroate be 1:Uthfully informed? How can our 

• 



hystem work? 

Copkronted with a palpable lie - and in this Newdday's Pack Sirica is the rule 
yas. 

to which there no single exception- he glorified Posner and his book. He even sought 

out the book's blurbfa., historian Stephen Ambrose)to enlarge upon his rhapsodies, saying 

f Posner's fraud, plagiarism and overt lies, ""It is just a model of historical schol- 

7 s our history too precious to entrust to the professjonal historians. 
This iNfluential Bong Island newspaper with a New York City edition devoted four 

pa ,es of its September 16, 1993 issue to extoling Posner and his book. More than half 

f the first page of its Seetien is devoted to a staged photo of him, brows wrinkled 

a shirt-sleeved pretense of deep thought, ( His sleeves are not rolled up.) 

ship."gtElFit proving thereby that as war is too important to irust to the general, so 

Carried away in his own ecstacy Sirica reported that 

 

.. 5 Nr , 	41,  . 	5,4 	k1t;4:0.41,r. 

 

6.42.00-4:0012ciarrataxim-mikitim=-26xitrittuvammt  posner also employed computer techno-, 

" that included "computer m6- eling and animation." His source: Posner. Who lied in 

hying he had said anything at all like that, ever, notably on coast-to-cocst TV 

El to the Washington Post, as cited above. 

This is journalism, puffing up handouts, sling no questions, 4 swallowing the fish 

along with the hook, line and sinker? 



system work? 

Comfrontd_wila-paliseble-lie, an impossibility - and in this Newsday's Jaxk 

Sirica i the rule to which there was no 	ceptien - g he glorified Posner and 

s bdok and even soual17-ma—great49-r---praisest_bike the books blurber, the professiona 
the 	 issp of 

I land Ba based paper, with a New 

ork City edition, for all the world as though Random House was paying 	or his 

motional efforts he quaTITIMITose a 

Sirica is one of the many who were suckered by Posner's obviously impossible claim 

have been forced to-index-d'e Commission's 26 volumes. If the absolute impossibility 

f indexing  10,000,000 'mad words in the aboutear Posner took for all of his work, 

or those 200 interviews and all that travel and then the writing did not suggest itse]Lf 
otA, tat rs-  tat. I 

o Sirica or hirt editors, what kind of-vo_ppr_teis?•'e 

,_104  
Did it now once occur to 	say "show me" and' to see that index71 

,k14' 
Any perceptive reading of I book discloses that Posner is ignorant of the content 

f these 26 volume, cites it from secondary sources and, as underitgtedly indicated 

bove, actually misrepresents and lies about it. 
/444-0441 

Is it possible that of al;,the thotaff ilasts-o.-Lmilart reporters in the 
wk.°  p.,e,a4(  /Wmp!LI 11) 

country, particularly in Washington; not one remembered that sensational and xe dramatic 
/vie cia-Gmtr ce-ga 

IA. confession of sits sins against Nose 	andchecked on that, or did not remember 

A/PO4,4P 
word written about hi="and checked that? When any checking at all would have disclosed 

that for all his interview with ilosenko, a real rarity, Posner published much less than 

as already in the public domain. 

At least one of those many reporters should have remembered that Nosenko said that 



AP 

The Associated Press, which provides most 
of our papers with their national news, 

actually gave the country- in fact the wo
rld - as its main story when the %port wa

s 

released it: ; first chapter, its summar
y and Conclusions, word-for-word, verbatim

. 



ot-,e6,0L-gx- 
the Nn KGB suspected 	Oswald might be an American agent. orate shouldhave known 

that the first Commission crisis was 'when it could no longer avoid sigeh a report. It 
it,a1.04-1 

is, among other public sources, in Gerald Ford's book, and he vas—then a Commission 

L 
'ember and the house Republican leader. lirA telephone call to any of the many critics 

familiar with it or to me would have disclosed that I had published the fact that 

:!wald had a Top Secret and a Crypto clearance when he was a Marine. That kind/of high 

ecurity clearance for a man later accused of assassinating the President and that 

Commission did no report it;(and Posne's book, for all its emphasis on its account 

f Oswald and his career makes no mention of it? 
	74 
	

/Le 

Nobod 	R11  the media cold 	the most minimal checking of such a sensational, 

exhaustively and extensible promoted a book and on this subject? 

With this just a tiny peek at the actgal record of all the media, is it not the 

most persuasive and convincing reflection of the totality with which it abandons its 

ost basic responsibilities in a society like ours? 

When it makes a palpablefaud, a persisting and o e ti- ive/liar, into ann 

nternational celebrity and persuades much of the world that a ccass commercialization 

nd explotation of the assassination of a pre President that his deliberatgy dishonest 

=aunt is the unquestionable truth? 
ave14444n 

The Media itself change4' with its universal acceptance of the off-jaa, ZTE1ology. 

stead of giving that Report the critical analysis gle expect of it, the media rivaled 

glorifying it when in fact the port alone cannot survive critical examination and 

then compared with its supposed evidentiary base in thos426 volumes it is clearly a  
/1 	 UedIA4,01-A9D  ' vork not of inquiry but of politically sought Vtrilthlf
„/
that is not at 	all true. 

Our society can work as intended by our 2ounding Fathers, those who to me were the 

greatest political thinkers in history, only when the people are informed truthfully and 

accurately. That can hap en only when the media tells them the truth, reports fact not 

alsehood as it did with Poem and his mistitled book. 

As this -f----r,—f.jaction of what 1  was able to write in a mere two months reflects, 

either Posner nor his big can survive the critical examination we should expotri5f 



Suppresded it, real .y. 

He knew about it because he had and read my Oswald in New  Orleans,whioh reported 

it in 1967. That was the only one of my books he had when he bote;-ht the. others from me. 

he attribute4actual error to me.4ar 
It is also the book based on a minor fact in it 

did rot know what he was talking about because what he criticized 41.s correct and 
/IL  CA At- ativ-%). pis Briticism was so obviously wrong-  he could have learned that from the phone book. ) 

When he appeared while promoting his book soon after it was out at tho treen Apples 

26 book store in his home town of San erSi 
er 

Francisco,my friend Hal verb asked him why 

that book is not in his bibliography. Posner's response is that his bibliography 

ists only the books he used 

01 Hal knew that wgs a lie, as did other ? of my friends who were there. 

But with Posner's mother also there, none wanted to embarrass him by proving him 

liar 	 o his mother's face 

There is ho question about it, Posner knee that Oswald did have tha eseeptionally 

*.gh security clearance and that it was expunged from hisnarines record. We even 

iscussed it when he was here. 

If he had had the interviest I would have given him the official proof that Oswald 

did have that high clearance. I got it after ' published uswald in Nenjkletglq. 

W. none of us own our contry's history. I certainly make no such claim. Posner in. A 

act, reported that I make all the inforeation I have available to all who write in the 

field. A he wrote of melie allowed me full run of his basement, filled with file 

abinets. ... Hie attitude toward the eh sharin of information is refreshing..." 

page 504) 
adt4"-- 	 Pkot7 r knew that Q.-.7 Oswald had thW exceptional security clearance. But he could not 

rL_aeon it is expunged from Oswald's Harines records. 

1% (I have since made those records available to John Newman who isNriting a book 
baeed on the Oswald records Elee-blpprz suppressed until their disclosre was compelled by 
1 w in 1993.) 

ve reported that in his bo. k that makes Oswald the lone assassin. That is the same 



Rosner was safe behind his mother's skirt at that book-store appearance. 

That was one of the DEEXMINKEpa Aces he admitted that contrary to the t' e of his 

Look, the case is not closed. 
three accounts of what he said  that I have 

One of the..,,,les--throm those who were there sr says he began 

1is ans:.er to that ouestion- Of course the case is not closed." 

Yet knolarhis bock has a lie for its title, he used that lie because it is the lie 

that made him an int:rnational figure and made his book. 

The media did not pick it up and report it. 



e able to suspect of our media and until recently at least most Americans believed 

hey got from it. harry still believe `that. Tragcially, we cannot, and that is a great 

danger to all of us and to our system of society. 

That in time of great crisis and with this assassination, ever since then, a. 11 

of our institutions failed and continue to fail us and themzelves is the thrust of my 

work. This book is the eighth of my published books in which this failure is brought to 

ight, with a ninth to be published later this year. That and all those FOIA lawsuits 

nd thelaTTI-yield, in court precedents and in that third of a million pages of now 

vailable and previously-witheld official recofds is not an inconsiderable work. 

yet no'i; a single reporter writing about Posner and his book, not a single news 

-Wagazine that promoted it, not a single TV show or ostensible news account asked me a 

Ingle question about that book for all the work I have done and r a known to have done 

the field. 

In the enti e country, with this the subject and with Posner's version of that 
eat ttagedy, not one reporter who wrote any story at all about it asked a single 

uestionz ! 

This describes our media today better and more definitively than any critic of 

u can. 

Book publishing is, of course, an important par4,of element of our lat.media. bile a, 
ooI/ do not reach the audoence of the p4nt  press or the electronic media, it is the 

ne means by which important national issues can be addressed at leggth and with 

eat definitiveiess. 

But not a single major publisher has brought ought a single truthful, responsible 

ook that is f4e-is-i-l.critical of the government's record when the President was killed, 

lien as is inevitable, we had an 4m7.=a,ic AmeriforrAmeriform coup•de etat. 
ov441-,)/ y 

If therd believe that was not the effect of this assassination, they need only 

compare our country and life in it then with what we have today. tart After Viet Nam, 

aster the Watergate, after the 	Contra disgrace, after a ;Jed President was forced 

resign not to be impeached, afirtr he picked his successor 	immediately pardonned 

him. 



1,1/4 
Crime is a major national issue. Compare crime now ama then, tf.47-00  yZ6g41 410_ 

Look at the streets overflowing with the homeless, many of whom had decent jobs and 

Ouitu; ould not afford a place to live delpite being enrol employed. tOtte V14,0 -144-e-' 

The national debt is annher major issue. Compare it now with what it was then. 

Compare what we now have to import that we used to export, daily increasing the 

rational debt tnereby, with that national debt alone denying the country its matt 

gent needs. 

Compare our infant mortality then and noWand with that all the other major health 

. For a developed country we diave one the of the highest infant mortality rates. 

There: is no real question, the assassination of a President in our country in-

vitably had the greatest conselpences. ti  It also nullifies out entire system of govern- 

. exit. t is the greatesit subversion. 

Yet the mak major media failed to meet its responsibilities then and ever since 

'hen and as this book shows, persists in refusing to meet its responsibilities after 
0 
years. 

1.1 
No major book publisher has ever published this kind . of criticism - and it is 

onsttuctivo criticism in a society like oursA - and when such a book can be published, 

t is by "small publishrs. They have the courage :fie Rama liandom Houses pimp f,or the 

iterary whores who sell themselves for fame and moneydroN 	to-m-i-t atil koirt-td 

We are in bad shape when this can happen in out country. 

And it has happened! 

When the Posners can get the Random Houses to publish such malevolent, such 

angerous trash as his misttled Ca, se Opened, the title he knew and admitted is 

true, when 	
(

e major media can all all over itself in telling the people that 

uch a crude lie is the truth, when this is what happens when our government 

ails- and it did happen - then we are all in danger with our system in such great trouble. 

As the philosopher Santayana observed so succintly and truthfully, those who do not 

emember the past are doomed to relive it. 

We are reliving it. We'd better roc' remember! 


